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Introduction
To cope up with the changing business environment, existing data integration flows require
constant tweaking to provide accurate and up-to-date results. Let’s suppose you have created an
extensive data integration project in a test environment comprising of several different flows.
Moving the flows in that project to your production environment might involve pointing to the new
source and destination directories. Altering each flow would require a lot of rework and could turn
out to be a time-intensive task, especially if integration projects are complex involving multiple
sources and destinations.

To eliminate the manual effort, and offer modularity and reusability in ETL flows, Astera Centerprise
enables you to parameterize some values for an object in a flow. These values will be replaced
automatically at runtime. This ensures that dataflows and workflows can be invoked in multiple
situations, thereby, simplifying project deployment and saving time.

Defining Parameters in Astera Centerprise
Astera Centerprise gives you the flexibility to define variables locally by using the Variables object in
a flow or project-wide through a Config File. Let’s have a look at the two methods in detail:
1. Variables
For simple integration flows, you can define variables locally using the Variables object, as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Using Variables Object in Astera Centerprise
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Let’s consider a scenario where you want to point to a new source file in an existing dataflow to
replace the old, corrupted file. You can simply specify a new variable for the source file in the
Variables properties section, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Variables Object Properties

Next, the parameter is called in the Config Parameters screen of the source object, as shown below.

Figure 3: Excel Source Properties

The parameter in the Config Parameters screen takes precedence over the hard-coded file path
provided by the user in the Excel source properties. Figure 4 shows that Astera Centerprise picked
the parameter value during the runtime, thus providing an easier way of changing multiple
configurations with a simple value change.

Figure 4: Job Progress in Astera Centerprise

2. Config File
For complex data integration projects comprising of several dataflows and workflows, you can define
project-wide parameters in a Config File. This enables you to call these defined values in any
dataflow or workflow within the project, thereby eliminating the need to set parameters locally in
each flow.
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The screenshot below shows a Config File with defined parameters.

Figure 5: Config File in Astera Centerprise

To call the parameter, you can add the parameter name, i.e. ‘FilePath’ in the Config Parameters
screen in the Excel source object properties, as shown below:

Figure 6: Adding Parameters to the Source File
Note: The Config Parameters are case-sensitive like other object names in Astera Centerprise.

The Job Progress window in Figure 7 shows that Astera Centerprise automatically picked the defined
parameter in the Config File at runtime.

Figure 7: Job Progress in Astera Centerprise
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In this document, we have covered a few usecases to explain how the job parametrization feature in
Astera Centerprise can be used in different data integration scenarios.

Scenario 1

A company wants to extract customer details of all its UK customers from the Customers table, parse
the Contact Name field into First Name and Last Name, and write the processed data into a Database
destination for analysis. The screenshot below shows a dataflow in which the Table Name and Country
Name fields are parametrized through a Variables object.

Figure 8: Parametrizing Values Using the Variables Object

Let’s deep dive into the steps involved in parametrizing values in the dataflow shown in Figure 8.
Step 1: Define the parameters

Drag-and-drop the Variables object from the toolbox and configure the properties, as shown in Figure
9. In this case, dbo.Customers is mentioned in the Default Value column against the Table Name field
as data from the Customers table is required. Similarly, UK is specified as the Default Value for the
Country Name field because the company wants to mine data for UK customers only.

Figure 9: Variables Properties | Astera Centerprise

Step 2: Add parameter values in the SQL Query source
The next step is to add the parameter in the SQL Query source by using the SQL SELECT Statement.
This will help ensure that only the records from the Customers table are extracted.
Similarly, to call the second variable field, i.e. Country Name, a WHERE clause is used to extract specific
records, as shown in Figure 10.
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In this scenario, the WHERE clause and SELECT statement are used for referring to records in the
Customers table where Country Name is UK.

Figure 10: Using Parametrized Values in the SQL Query Source

Scenario 2
Let’s consider a case in which a company receives the Order Details files from its distributor on a
regular basis. The employees are required to copy the incoming file to the processing directory and

provide the file path to the dataflow, where the source data is cleansed and written into a Delimited
destination for record-keeping.

To eliminate the manual effort from the process, users can automate the process by leveraging the
workflow orchestration feature in Astera Centerprise, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Process Orchestration Using a Workflow

Let’s have a detailed look at the steps involved in this process:
Step 1: Copy the source file

First, the File System Action object was configured to copy the file sent to the processing directory.
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Figure 12: File System Action Properties

Step 2: Process data using a dataflow component
Next, a dataflow is created for data processing, which includes the following steps.
• Converting Excel source into a transformation
Generally, the source objects are used as a transformation in Astera Centerprise when the
source file path is dynamic. In this scenario, the Excel source object is converted into a
transformation as we have multiple Excel files with the same layout, and want to process
them sequentially in a dataflow.
• Defining the variables
In this flow, the Variables object is used for defining and providing an input variable to the
Excel source, i.e. the file path through direct mapping. Hence, at the runtime, Astera
Centerprise would pick the value provided by the Variables object. Moreover, the value of
the output variable, Revenue will be used to make a decision in the workflow.

Figure 13: Parametrizing Source File Path Via Variables Object

• Cleansing data
The incoming data is cleansed using the Data Cleanse transformation to ensure that there are
no inconsistencies in data. The screenshot below shows that the Revenue field is added and
calculated through an Expression. However, the Revenue field is marked as a Variable so that
the value of Revenue can be set as an output variable in the Variables object, as shown in
Figure 15.
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Figure 14: Adding Revenue Field Using an Expression | Data Cleanse Transformation

Figure 15: Variables Object Properties

• Loading processed data
The processed data is then written into a Delimited destination.
Step 3: Use the Run Dataflow object
The Run Dataflow object is used to call the previously created dataflow in the workflow. Moreover, the
file path for the processing directory is being provided from the File System Action object to the Run
Dataflow object. This eliminates the need to provide the file path manually each time a file is received.

Figure 16: Process Orchestration in Astera Centerprise

Step 4: Set the Decision criteria

Next, a Decision object is used to send an email whenever the value of the output variable, Revenue is

less than $2500, as according to the company’s benchmark, Revenue shouldn’t be less than $2500.
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Figure 17: Decision Properties

Figure 18: Sending an Email Notification

Step 5: Schedule the workflow
To automate this process, you can schedule the workflow to run in batch or real-time mode. The
scheduler comes with all possible combinations for job frequencies, such as hourly, daily, weekly, or
monthly. For more information about scheduling a job in Astera Centerprise, please view the article,
Scheduling and Running Jobs on a Server.

Scenario 3

Astera Centerprise enables the sharing of a database connection to make it visible to other objects
within a dataflow. This allows the use of a shared connection in a number of objects within the same
dataflow given that the object provides the capability to use a shared connection. Examples of such
objects are, Database Table Source, SQL Query Source, SQL Statement Destination, etc.
For example, a company wants to parametrize a Database Connection object to make it reusable

across its ETL project. This would involve parametrizing the database connection by using a Config
File in Astera Centerprise, as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Defining Parameters in a Config File

After defining the parameters, the next step involves saving the DB connection in a shared action
(*.sact) document as part of the project, so that it can be used project-wide.

Figure 20: Shared Action

Next, the defined parameters are added to the Config Parameters screen of the Db Connection
object.

Figure 21: Db Connection Properties
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This eliminates the need to configure the database connection every time you use a database as a
source or destination.

Figure 22: Using Shared Connection in a Database Source

What’s New in Astera Centerprise’s Parametrization Functionality
Astera Centerprise 8.0 includes improvements in the parametrization feature to simplify its use and
expand its utility in different data management scenarios. Here are the details of improvements made
in the parameterization functionality:
1. Expression Compilation
The new parameterization component in Astera Centerprise lets you compile different parameter
values in an expression form to accomplish different tasks, such as creating file paths, table names,
database connections, etc.
For example, a company’s finance department receives an Excel file containing loan details every
month. The employees are required to separate these details with respect to the customers based in
California and out-of-state for reporting purposes. The dataflow shown in the screenshot below is
deployed to accomplish this task.

Figure 23: Routing California Loans from Out-of-State Loans
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However, the source object needs to be altered monthly so that it points to the new file every time.
To overcome the challenge of modifying the file name in source properties, it can be parametrized by
defining the parameters using a Config File or Variables object. In this case, a Config File has been
used.

Figure 24: Parametrizing Directory and File Name via Config File

Next, the defined parameters can be called in the Config Parameters screen through the Excel source
properties, as shown below. In this scenario, the FilePath is formed by combining the Directory and
File Name values.

Figure 25: Config Parameters Screen in the Excel Source Properties
Note: Astera Centerprise gives you the option to add both - soft coded values and literal string, e.g. \\root\{Directory +
FileName}.csv in the value tab of the Config Parameters screen.

This will help ensure that the application picks the defined parameters instead of the source file at
runtime, as shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Job Progress | Astera Centerprise
Note: The new parameterization component in Astera Centerprise 8.0 supports expression compilation in variables. The
syntax has been modified from ‘$()’ to ‘()’ to facilitate ease-of-use.
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2. Parameter Path
Parameter path helps convey different statistics, such as error count and warning count associated
with an object across the dataflows and workflows in a project.
For example, a business wants to sort the incoming source data based on Order ID and validate it
against pre-defined business rules before writing the processed data into the destination. Moreover,
the manager of the IT department wants to receive an email containing the error count in the source
data.
The screenshot below shows that the source data is being sorted, validated against set business rules,
and loaded into the Delimited file destination. Moreover, the error count identified in the data quality
rules transformation is being passed on as an output variable into a workflow via the Variables object.

Figure 27: Using Output Variable in a Dataflow

Next, the output variable is used in the Decision object to send an email notification based on
whether or not the source document contains errors.

Figure 28: Sending Notifications Using a Workflow
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Conclusion
Modularity and reusability are significant design principles in the development and
deployment of data integration projects. The parametrization feature in Astera Centerprise
enables users to input different values at runtime using external parameters, eliminating
hardcoded values and simplifying project deployment.
Experience first-hand how Astera Centerprise 8.0 can help meet your data management
challenges by downloading a trial version.
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